Abstract. We address the atomistic nature of the longitudinal static friction against sliding of graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) deposited on gold, a system whose structural and mechanical properties have been recently the subject of intense experimental investigation. By means of numerical simulations and modeling we show that the GNR interior is structurally lubric ("superlubric") so that the static friction is dominated by the front/tail regions of the GNR, where the residual uncompensated lateral forces arising from the interaction with the underneath gold surface opposes the free sliding. As a result of this edge pinning the static friction does not grow with the GNR length, but oscillates around a fairly constant mean value. These friction oscillations are explained in terms of the GNR-Au(111) lattice mismatch: at certain GNR lengths close to an integer number of the beat (or moiré) length there is good force compensation and superlubric sliding; whereas close to half odd-integer periods there is significant pinning of the edge with larger friction. These results make qualitative contact with recent state-of-the-art atomic force microscopy experiment, as well as with the sliding of other different incommensurate systems.
Introduction
When deposited on a clean flat crystal surface, nano-sized objects usually provide a welldefined mechanical contact. For this and other reasons, systems of this kind have been the subject of extensive nanofriction investigation in recent years both in experiments [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] and in simulations [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] . The gold-graphite interface constitutes an especially smooth and lubric contact, characterized by tenuous lateral forces, which make it an ideal workhorse system for basic tribological studies. In particular the controlled movements of gold and antimony nanoclusters deposited on the graphite surface provided elegant realizations of structural lubricity [23, 24] , leading to interfaces with sliding friction forces growing sublinearly with the contact area [11, 10] . Unfortunately the control over gold nanocluster size and structure is, at best, statistical, and this limitation prevents a precise control of the interface geometry and orientation. More recent work focused on the specular, but better controlled, sliding of graphitic adsorbates, e.g., in the form of graphene nanoribbons (GNRs), on gold substrates, and in particular on the Au(111) surface [25, 26] . State-of-the-art on-surface synthesis techniques allow the construction of GNRs of controlled shape on the gold surface [25, 27] , where size and orientation of the nano object can be monitored with atomic resolution by means of tip-scanning microscopy in clean conditions of ultra-high vacuum and low temperature. In addition, the tip of an atomic force microscope (AFM) can easily induce displacements of the GNRs on the surface, thanks to the very smooth GNR-gold interaction. These forced sliding displacements were exploited by Kawai et al. [26] to probe the frictional properties of this interface. That work has provided initial evidence for a weak length dependence of static friction, defined as the minimum external force needed to start the longitudinal sliding of the GNRs along their long direction. That data was however affected by large error bars, which prevented the clear-cut attribution of the frictional properties. An intervention of theory is therefore called for to clarify the ideal frictional behavior to be expected for these systems.
System and Methods
Mimicking the experimental geometry [26] , we simulate armchair GNRs consisting of a stripe of alternating triplets and pairs of carbon hexagons, as sketched in Figure 1 . The resulting GNR width is 0.7 nm, while for the GNR length L we investigate the experimentally significant range from L 4.2 nm (10 unit cells, N C = 140 C atoms) to L 60.3 nm (144 unit cells, N C = 2016 C atoms).
Our goal is to determine by simulation, and to explain by theory, the static friction force which resists the longitudinal sliding of these ribbons on gold. One complication of real gold (111) surfaces may be represented by reconstruction, both the primary (22 × √ 3) reconstruction, and the secondary herringbone long-period one [28, 29, 30] . By ignoring these reconstructions (not always present), we extract the simplest and Figure 1 . Top-view sketch of the R0 (orange) and R30 (blue) alignments of the GNR deposited on the Au(111) substrate (yellow). Broken carbon bonds at front, back, and side edges are passivated by hydrogen atoms (white).
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fundamental length dependence of friction on unreconstructed Au(111), represented here by a rigid monolayer triangular lattice with spacing a Au = 288.38 pm.
We investigate mainly two relative alignments of the GNR with the substrate: the R0 epitaxial orientation, in which the GNRs are aligned with the long axis parallel to Au[1, −2, 1] (θ = 0), and the R30 orientation with the GNRs rotated by 30
• (or equivalently 90
• ) relative to R0, namely along the Au[−1, 0, 1] direction (θ = 30 • ), see Figure 1 . Within our model, depending on the GNR length, the R0 angular alignment turns out to be only weakly locally stable against global rotations, with an essentially flat T = 0 total energy landscape over an angular range of approximately θ ±5
• . This flatness is probably due to the interplay and mutual cancellation of the spontaneous interface angular misalignment prescribed by the Novaco-McTague theory [31, 32, 33, 34, 35] , that for a full graphene monolayer would demand an energy minimum at some small θ = 0, and the finite size and elongated shape of the GNR overlayer, favoring perfect alignment at θ = 0. In practice, while in the experiment of [26] the commonest GNR orientation is the R30 alignment, the R0 arrangement seems to be favored in the case of graphene flakes grown, with a different technique, on Au(111) [36] . It is also possible that for the GNRs of [26] the edges might play a role and tilt the tight energy balance in favor of the R30 orientation. Alternatively, the prevalence of R30 might be a purely kinetic effect of the synthesis method adopted for the GNR [25, 27] . With our model forces, and for large lengths L, the R30 orientation is a local energy minimum of marginally higher energy, approximately 0.008 meV/atom, relative to the R0 orientation. At any rate, we simulate the static friction of both orientations and compare the outcomes.
In our model, the GNR atomistic dynamics is determined by the force field based on the Reactive Empirical Bond Order (REBO) C-C and C-H interaction potential [37] as implemented in LAMMPS [38] , plus a 2-body Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential describing the C-Au interaction. Following Refs. [39, 26] we take σ C = 274 pm and ε C = 2.5 meV for the C-Au LJ parameters, which is best adapted to model the mutual corrugation energy of graphitic materials with Au(111) when the latter is represented by a single rigid layer.
As is generally the case in experiment, where broken bonds are immediately saturated, we assume all broken bonds of the peripheral C atoms to be H-passivated. Our tests proved that, even within an empirical force modeling where electrons are absent, the lack of H passivation, assumed earlier [26] , would produce significantly shorter C-C bond lengths of the graphitic edge, thus compromising a realistic moiré superstructure as well as static friction which, as we shall see, is edge-related. The less important H-Au interaction is also described by a LJ potential with σ H = σ C and ε H = 1.0 meV. We verified that a variation, by a factor of 2 or 3, in ε C and ε H does not affect the overall trend of friction versus size, simply rescaling the overall static-friction curves almost rigidly by the same factor. We also verified that increasing the number of Au layers representing the fcc bulk structure of the gold substrate leads to relatively small changes in the model output, so that these changes can mostly be compensated by a small adaptation of the LJ C-Au and H-Au parameters to fit the experimentally observed frequency shifts profiles recorded during the AFM scans [26] .
To obtain the fully relaxed initial configuration of each GNR on gold we run a Langevin simulated thermal annealing by decreasing the target temperature from T = 50 K down to 0 K in 300 ps, at a rate of −0.17 K/ps, and a subsequent damped relaxation at T = 0 for a further 200 ps. To prevent thermally-induced rotations of R0 GNRs during this annealing protocol, we cancel their out-of-plane angular momentum during the relaxation dynamics. In addition, the robustness of the relaxation procedure is tested against in-plane displacements of the initial center-mass position, adopting the resulting lowest-energy GNR arrangement as the fully relaxed initial configuration for the subsequent friction simulations.
Starting from these relaxed configurations, we then evaluate the static friction by means of zero-temperature molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations, by applying an adiabatically increasing external force F tot directed along the GNR main axis. The force can be applied to the GNR center of mass or, it could be applied (as a pulling force), to the GNR leading edge. By directly testing that an edge-driven simulation protocol does not lead to fundamentally different outcomes, as expected for this kind of large material stiffness and small length size [40] , we choose here a uniform center-of-mass driving of the GNR, with the same force F = F tot /N equally acting on all N = (N C +N H ) atoms of the adsorbate. Our protocol is to increase adiabatically F in small incremental steps dF 8 · 10 −5 pN/atom, letting the system structure relax and the kinetic energy be absorbed after each step before the next. This relaxation procedure is implemented via a viscous damping rate η, whose specific value (here, 2 ps −1 ), we checked, does not affect the outcome of the simulated tribological response. We finally estimate the static friction force F tot s as the smallest force F tot leading to a freely sliding configuration, with the GNR center-mass speed experiencing a frank increase in the pulling direction exceeding 10 −4 m/s in simulation. [26] , this result is consistent with a per atom F s = const/L. Static friction per particle decreases as a function of the GNR length, indicating an asymptotically vanishing friction per unit area of contact, the characteristic hallmark of a superlubric tribological contact. For the graphene-gold interface, characterized by a fairly weak graphene-Au(111) interaction, very stiff inplane C-C bonds, and mutually mismatched periodicities, one does indeed expect a structurally lubric behavior, which here emerges even for GNRs, finite-width graphene ribbons. The independence of the total static friction for the whole GNR from the length L shows that there is no term linearly proportional to the contact area, the very definition of superlubricity [24] . The observed oscillation of F tot s can be explained as a consequence of ribbonspecific moiré pattern induced by the lattice-spacing mismatch. Figure 3 shows typical moiré patterns, those of a 30 nm-long relaxed GNR physisorbed along both R0 and R30 orientations. Here the moiré gives rise to, and is mapped by, vertical displacements z of the individual C atoms. They are mapped in contrasting colors, exhibiting quasiperiodic color patterns whose average periods λ R0 m = 2.64 nm and λ R30 m = 4.86 nm are highlighted. Lower-z regions (red) contribute more, and higher up segments (blue) contribute less to the total (negative) binding energy E b of the physisorbed GNR. Due to the overall periodicity of the moiré-pattern envelop, in the GNR "bulk" interior these oscillations compensate, so that, on average, E b grows linearly with L. There remains a residual oscillating contribution ∆E b to E b , which depends on the length of the short terminating section, namely the GNR part exceeding an integer number of moiré average wavelengths λ m . It is precisely this short residual section of the GNR, whose contribution to energetics does not grow with L, that dominates the static friction force F tot s . Indeed, periodically in L, the GNR terminations explore configurations ranging from a locally best matching (a minimum of ∆E b , with larger F with ∆E b atom is illustrated by comparing the panels of Figure 2 . The moiré patterns arise out of the mismatch between the GNR lattice spacing, a GNR = 420.00 pm, and the spacing of the gold surface being a Au = 499.49 pm for R0, and a Au = 288.38 pm for R30. The resulting mismatch ratios are ρ R0 = 0.8408 1 and ρ R30 = 1.4564 3/2, respectively. The wavelengths of the R0 and R30 moiré oscillation patterns [33, 41, 42, 43] One can model the dependence of F s with the GNR length L, as if it was solely related -as in a purely rigid system -to the uncompensated part of the moiré pattern of period λ m [44, 45] . In the GNR, whose bulk is superlubric, this part is exclusively related to the nanoribbon edges -chiefly the front and the trailing edges, as the effect of the side edges for longitudinal applied driving turns out to be negligible. We can model this uncompensated length, and thus its contribution to the friction force, with a simple sinusoidal oscillation of period λ m as a function of L [45] :
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where α, β, δ, and λ m are fitting parameters. Figure 4 reports the curves of (1) bestfitting the F s data of Figure 2a . For the R0 and R30 cases the fit yields λ m = 1.32 nm and λ m = 4.86 nm respectively, indeed matching the measured moiré nominal wavelengths (see Figure 3) . The long-wavelength modulations seen for R0 in Figure 2a are now explained clearly by the simple sinusoidal fitting function of Figure 4a : these modulations are the trivial result of a poor sampling rate close to the Nyquist limit, an aliasing-type effect due to 1 2 λ R0 m being close, but not quite equal, to 3 a GNR . In the R30 orientation, this effect is not visible since sampling is much denser, λ m a GNR , Figure 2a . The map portrays the atomic displacement component (red = small displacement, blue = large displacement) in the pulling-force direction, relative to the fully-relaxed initial configuration evaluated, for each GNR, under an uniform external force strength equaling 75% of the corresponding static friction threshold F tot s as reported in Figure 2a . While the central "bulk" GNR region clearly exhibits a large mobility, reflecting structural lubricity, shear resistance and pinning are localized at the nanoribbon ends (here, the GNR tails). The calculated static friction threshold turns out to be roughly proportional to the extension of this boundary red-blended region of the GNR, originating from the corresponding uncompensated part of the moiré superstructure of the relaxed configurations.
preventing any aliasing effect.
We note that the close correspondence of the nominal mismatch with the moiré "periodicities" in real systems can be perturbed by relaxation-induced strains and by thermal expansion. In the case of graphene, which exhibits a large in-plane stiffness, such strains are severely limited and will mainly influence only the higher-order approximants, i.e. large distances over which deformations tend to accumulate. In both cases, R0 and R30, deviations from this simple sinusoidal model can be attributed to the non-rigid nature of the simulated GNRs, and to the fact that the uncompensated GNR length does not contribute precisely as a sine of L. We have repeated the friction simulations with rigid GNRs, with the atomic reciprocal positions frozen in their configuration fully relaxed in vacuum, i.e. away from the gold surface. The computed F tot s values are indeed quite similar, with typical deviations of the order of 10%. One should not take the oscillating function of (1) as a serious model predicting the precise frictional force experienced by a GNR of a given length, but rather as a simple interpolating formula expressing the main message of the present work: the total static friction force needed to set a GNR in motion is totally edge-related, and does not grow with its length, but rather oscillates as the residual length of the end section of the GNR exceeding an integer number of moiré wavelengths.
As a confirmation that the main actors responsible for GNR friction are the end sections, responsible for the uncompensated part of the moiré pattern, Figure 5 shows the atomic displacements of the GNR atoms in the pulling direction when the applied driving has reached 75% of the depinning threshold of each of the three GNRs. In this picture, the red-colored regions are those resisting shear. These sections of ∼ 1 2 λ m 1−2 nm near one or both of the GNR short ends (depending on the moiré of starting relaxed configuration) show up as the main responsible for GNR pinning. The blue-colored central "bulk" GNR region is ready to slide freely if it was not retained by the stiff elastic interaction with the pinned end section. It is therefore established that the short ends, the front end and the trailing end, represent the source of GNR pinning. Their relative effectiveness and positioning (front versus tail) depends on the GNR length in determining how well the matching conditions are realized at and near these edges. Similarly to what observed in other investigated tribological systems, yet with different geometries [41, 46, 47, 48, 49, 44, 45] , we have a final confirmation that the approximately periodic oscillatory trend of F tot s as a function of L shown in Figure 2 is a consequence of the periodically varying size of the pinning end region.
Depinning
As soon as the pulling force exceeds the threshold F tot s , the GNR starts to move. While this depinning occurs uneventfully in the R30 orientation, we observe, interestingly, that the GNR initially aligned at R0 twists away from the θ = 0 orientation, choosing randomly a small (few degrees) clockwise or counterclockwise angle θ. While twisting, and subsequently in the depinned state, GNRs start to slide at an angle ±30
• away from the pulling force, namely along one of the Au[−1, 0, 1] directions, which is the same direction where R30-aligned GNRs are pulled. For the shorter GNRs, this twisting at depinning is an essentially rigid rotation, while it involves small but visible elastic deformations of GNRs with length L > 30 nm. The reason for this directional locking is that the small twist promotes the formation of 30
• -oriented flat "channels" or "troughs" in the 2D translational energy profile for the center of mass of the GNR, which is then led to follow these channels where it encounters quite small barriers against sliding [50] . Experimentally, such predicted tendency to directional locking could be challenging to observe with an AFM, whose force cannot easily be applied to the center of mass. If observed, it would be remarkable.
Conclusion
We have presented a study of the static sliding friction of graphene nanoribbons on a metal surface, performed by classical MD simulations. Although with no pretense of quantitative predictive power, our model study appears to capture the essence of their depinning physics. Paralleling experimental results such as those by Kawai et al. [26] , we find a small friction, strongly-oscillating and basically periodic with zero average increase upon increasing GNR length, supporting superlubricity in this system. The GNR static friction is entirely edge-related, whereas the GNR interior is superlubric, much like in a finite-size Frenkel-Kontorova chain [41, 46, 47] , or in other incommensurate interfaces [48, 49, 44, 45] . Specifically, simulations allow us to correlate the periodicity of frictional oscillations to the characteristic length of the moiré pattern, and in particular to the oscillating size of incomplete periods, namely the front and tail edges, which are responsible for the friction. This interpretation suggests that GNRs of certain "magic" lengths matching an integer number of moiré wavelengths λ m could be selected for ultra-low-friction applications.
The twist-motion depinning of R0 GNRs induced by a directionally-locked sliding state and the dynamical frictional features observed experimentally with the GNRs either flat on the gold surface or with one end lifted up [26] are just a few of the problems calling for future investigation.
